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Background

Ethics

As a Collections Intern at the Texas Archeological Research
Laboratory, I process deaccessioned artifacts from the Texas
Memorial Museum and research the ethics and gravity of the
museum practice of deaccessioning. Through my research I have
experienced how the process is implemented, the ethics that
govern the practice, and its effects on the public and private
sectors.
• The Texas Memorial Museum deaccessioned roughly 40,000
cultural artifacts and distributed them to other museum and
archival entities in 2002 and 2003.
• The Texas Archeological Research Laboratory received all
ethnographic and archeological artifacts from this deaccession,
including parts of their corresponding records.
• Fifteen years since, the artifacts are still being processed and
their records and storage holdings are outdated and neglected,
and the artifacts go largely unseen by the public.

There has been heated debated between scholars and museum
coordinators on how to ethically decide when to deaccession
artifacts, which artifacts go and which stay, who is involved in the
process and who makes the final decision.
• “[Lyles] also thinks Theriot has shirked ethical responsibility by
not including more people in the decision to change the focus
of TMM and get rid of the cultural history collections” (The
Austin Chronicle).
Selling the items is also of contention as museums may need
income to stay in business, but selling cultural objects becomes a
question of ethics.
• The Texas Memorial Museum did consider selling some of the
cultural artifacts, but to do so would require consideration of
“consider donors' wishes, the educational value of certain
items, and what other museums are interested in buying and
selling” said Theriot. Ethical implications of selling were not
addressed in this interview.

Research Questions
• How is deaccessioning artifacts decided?
• How are deaccessioned artifacts processed?
• What are the repercussions of deaccessioning and the ethical
dilemmas that come into play through the decision and
process of deaccessioning artifacts?
• How has the Texas Memorial Museum’s cultural artifacts
deaccession affected different receiving entities?

"Unethical would be putting things
where they will never be seen.” –

Edward C. Theriot, Director of the
Texas Memorial Museum.

Methods and Materials
How to process deaccessioned records at the Texas Archeological
Research Laboratory:
• Scan all papers into permanent online file.
• File physical records numerically into corresponding
collections and catalog record information digitally.
• Records will be used to reference their corresponding artifacts
to insure context of the object.
How to process deaccessioned artifacts at the Texas Archeological
Research Laboratory:
• Re-label outdated tags with barcodes
• Catalog all artifact metadata into master online spreadsheet
• Rehab artifact or storage holdings. Each artifact should stand
alone, either bagged or boxed, and requires a specimen
number corresponding with its record and a digitized barcode.

Conclusion
Many of the reasons behind the deaccession of cultural artifacts
from the Texas Memorial Museum do hold good standing; the
collection was ambiguous, unorganized, and incomplete, which
created a lack of consistency within the collections. Moreover,
the mission of the Texas Memorial Museum had changed.
However, the action of deaccessioning holds a large gravity, and
the decision and procedures, as seen in this case, has affected*
organizations for years since and years to come, all the while
hurting the integrity of many artifacts.
• The importance of inclusion when making a deaccession to
deaccession, for this decision dealt with the public’s
education, knowledge, and cultural heritage.
• Consistent allocation process of artifacts to alleviate missing or
incorrect context knowledge on artifacts when separated.
• While TARL has faced many negative repercussions from the
deaccession, the Briscoe Center who was given roughly 6,000
cultural artifacts and has been able to hold and display their
items as well as occasionally loan their pieces.
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Timeline of Events
1939

1997
• The Texas Memorial Museum
opens to the public as a cultural
and natural science museum.

2002
• Edward Theriot becomes the
fifth Director of the Texas
Memorial Museum.

2018
• Theriot deaccessions all cultural
artifacts from the Texas
Memorial Museum and
disperses them to other Texas
archives and museums.

• Affects* of the deaccession are
still felt by the Texas
Archeological Research
Laboratory and the cultural
artifacts themselves.

